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At this time we cannot see any valid reason to continue this project. The first section of the project was fully completed and the only possible extension would be for the labs to be implemented by a professor. This would not be a task for a senior design team as the professor would have to adopt the processor and develop a set of course notes to accompany it. The second portion of this project was much too small scale to be continued by another team in the future.

While there are many senior design projects that could be completed using the TI-MSP430, we believe they any such project would be better suited as a standalone project rather than a continuation of this project. This would allow the future project to weigh the benefits of this vs. several other controller options and adopt the technology best suited for the specific task rather than forcing one technology on it just so it would be a continuation project.

With these facts considered we believe that this project has come to a completion and should not be considered for a continuation project for any future senior design groups.